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so, EZdrummer 2.1 download links provided above are working and 100% tested.Q: Python: Create
an array of tuples from a list of tuples I'm currently working on a quiz project. I have the answers in
a list of tuples. I want to be able to create a dictionary where for each question, the key is the
question number, the value is a list of tuples which represents a list of the answers. I tried the
following code: questions = [('Question1','A'), ('Question2','B'), ('Question3','C'), ('Question4','D')]
questions_key = [('Question%s'%index, 'answer%s'%index) for index in range(len(questions))]
dictionary = dict(questions_key) print dictionary Questions_Key is a list of tuples with two tuples in
each tuple. Dictionary is supposed to be a dictionary with a key 'QuestionX' and the value X is a list
of tuples with two tuples in each tuple. print dictionary is supposed to print a dictionary with the
keys being the questions_key, and the values being a list of tuples. But that isn't what I get. What I
get is that: [('Question0', 'answer0'), ('Question0', 'answer1'), ('Question0', 'answer2'), ('Question0',
'answer3'), ('Question0', 'answer4'), ('Question0', 'answer5'), ('Question0', 'answer6'), ('Question0',
'answer7'), ('Question0', 'answer8'), ('Question0', 'answer9'), ('Question0', 'answer10'), ('Question0',
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'answer11'), ('Question0', 'answer12')] I can't figure out why this doesn't work. I'm guessing it has
something to do with the fact that the values have one tuple, and the index of the for loop has two
tuples. A: This works: questions = [('Question1','A'), ('Question2','B'), ('Question3','C'),
('Question4','D')] questions_key = [('Question{0}'.format(i), 'answer{0}'.format(i)) for i in
range(len(questions))] dictionary =
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